I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid automata could model dynamical systems exhibiting both continuous and discrete behavior, and arise naturally in a number of engineering applications, such as automotive control, process control, highway systems, manufacturing and so on [1] , [2] . An important class of hybrid automata which consists of both permanently safe modes and transient safe modes is more ubiquitous in real application. For permanently safe modes, safety properties are followed over infinite time intervals, while for transient safe modes, safety properties would be violated in finite time eventually. Such temporal safety could be specified by the temporal modal operators such as always ( ), eventually (  ) and until ( U ) as indicated in [3] . Safety of such kind of hybrid automata relies heavily on real-time scheduling of permanently safe modes and transient safe modes, which makes safety verification more challenging than general hybrid automata.
There are two fundamental problems of safety verification of hybrid automata with transient safe modes. The first one is to estimate the maximum time interval over which safety properties could be guaranteed by transient safe modes. The other one is to examine whether the designed real-time scheduling orchestrating permanently safe modes and transient safe modes is capable of guaranteeing the safety of hybrid automata. Theoretical prerequisites for our work include [4] - [7] . The above-mentioned works inspire us to treat real-time scheduling as checking finite-time invariance or stability. In this paper, we follow the basic idea of safety verification based on sum-of-squares (SOS) programming [8] , [9] and adopt an exponential-conditioned barrier certificate [10] , [11] to estimate the maximum time guaranteeing safety of transient safe modes. Beside that, we can use such barrier certificates to verify the soundness of real-time scheduling enlightened from [12] .
Intuitively, barrier certificate is a function of state which maps all the states in the reachable set to non-positive real numbers and all the states in the unsafe set to positive real numbers. Besides, the zero level set of the barrier certificate separates unsafe set from all possible reachable states starting from a given set of initial conditions. This separation of unsafe set from reachable states forms a certificate for safety, hence providing an exact proof of system safety [6] , [13] . As indicated in [14] , a stronger condition on barrier certificates usually means that less expressive barrier certificates can be synthesized. Unfortunately, synthesizing more expressive barrier certificates often means higher complexity. However, if the existence of a barrier certificate is guaranteed, then with the help of numerical solvers such as SOSTOOLS [15] , [16] or SOSOPT [17] for MATLAB, the difficulty of constructing barrier certificates could be alleviated through solving certain SOS program or bilinear SOS program problems. Discussion on the converse barrier certificates theorem presented in [18] enables us to keep faith in the existence of a barrier certificate for safe dynamical systems. Besides theoretical research, safety verification using barrier certificates has acquired greatly development in real applications, especially in the research of safe control strategy of mobile robots [19] , [20] and collision avoidance of multi-agents systems [21] .
Our contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we propose a barrier certificate based method for estimating the maximum time interval for safety of transient safe modes. Second, we develop a criterion of real-time scheduling of permanently safe modes and transient safe modes sufficient for safety of such hybrid automata.
The paper is organized as follows. Notations and some preliminary definitions are presented in Section II. In Section III, the formal model of hybrid automata, computation as well as formal definition on safety are presented. Section IV formally distinguishes permanently safe modes from transient safe modes by introducing the notion of exponential index for each mode. Besides, lemmas on estimation of such exponential indexes are also given. Section V presents two theorems on the criterion of well designed real-time scheduling and Section VI shows the validity of the proposed method by a numerical example. Section VI comprises conclusions.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations
Let R denote the field of real numbers. Throughout this paper, we adopt hybrid automata [22] as the hybrid modeling framework. Here, we only consider the special class of hybrid system which exhibits switchings as well as jumps in the state trajectories subordinating to specific dwell time regulations. 2) M is a finite set of modes. 
which constrains the continuous evolution of 
where equations (2) and (3) 
Furthermore, we specify such a H T satisfying assertion (5) as an admissible transient safe period. Based on the characterization of permanently safety and transient safety, H acquires the capability to handle more challenging hybrid systems consisting of both permanently safe subsystems and transient safe subsystems, which we believe are more ubiquitous in real applications. Fig. (1) presents an illustrative example, the blue curve is a piece of permanently safe computation, while the green curve is a piece of transient safe computation. Intuitively, activation of permanently safe computation for arbitrary period is safe, while activation of transient safe computation would result into the violation of safety eventually. Naturally, we could still guarantee safety of hybrid automata with transient safe modes under appropriate time-dependent scheduling orchestrating the activation of transient safe modes. Take the case shown in Fig. 1 Intuitively, orchestration of consecutive activation between transient safe modes and permanently safe modes should be appropriately designed for the consideration of safety. As a prerequisite, we would like to propose two lemmas for estimating the exponential indexes for transient and permanently safe modes respectively.
IV. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR PERMANENTLY SAFETY
AND TRANSIENT SAFETY In this section, we would like to present the sufficient conditions for permanently safety and transient safety, respectively. Based on the sufficient conditions, bilinear SOS program problem is formulated to estimate exponential indexes for permanently and transient safe modes. We focus
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on safety of modes of hybrid automata H in this section, and leave safety verification of the whole system to the next section. Activating period of transient safe mode 1 is 2 seconds, while activating period of permanent safe mode 2 is 5 seconds. The bold green line shows the flow of mode 1 intersects unsafe states region at the 2.95 second indicating mode 1 is only transient safe. Therefore, the maximum activating period of mode 1 should be less than 2.95 seconds that permanently safe mode 2 should be activated. As indicated by , it's sufficient for permanently safe mode to be active lasting more than 10.33 seconds to guarantee the safety of the hybrid automata, however, as shown in the simulation, 5 seconds are already enough for guaranteeing safety of H . As a result, the activating ratio of permanently safe and transient safe mode derived is very sufficient for the safety of H .
VII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the safety verification problem for a class of hybrid automata with both permanently safe modes and transient safe modes. These results are suitable to verify safety properties of time-critical hybrid automata whose mode switchings are under real-time scheduling. The most interesting improvement is the discussions of barrier certificates of hybrid automata with both permanently safe modes and transient safe modes. Through estimating exponential indexes of both permanently safe modes and transient safe modes, we are able to conduct quantitative analysis on safety of the computation of hybrid automata. And Theorem 5.2 provides us computationally tractable means to determine the safety through solving a bilinear SOS programming problem.
Considering the ubiquity and necessity of transient safe modes in real applications, we believe it is both meaningful and urgent to investigate formal safety verification method for this special kind of hybrid automata.
